A

ncient Water wisdoms acknowledge water as a sacred living substance, recognizing its ability to energetically sustain and
nurture all life. Sadly, modern cultures have become removed from traditional beliefs about water. Conventional science and
its inventions have failed to perceive water as a “living substance”, how it’s capable of holding vast amounts of information, how it
functions energetically within the environment and how it synergistically conducts vital life energy throughout the environment. Thus,
conventional water treatment overlooks the energetic quality of water in its treatment processes and its standards of water quality.
While these conventional systems are very effective at removing physical contaminants, they do not address the energetic qualities
that remains after conventional water treatment. Water is like a DVD or CD: it remembers everything it comes into contact with and
holds that information in an electro-magnetic imprint. After conventional treatment water remains energetically dead, lifeless and
laced with harmful information. Another drawback to conventional water treatment is the removal of beneficial trace minerals. As well,
the conventional transportation of water through straight pipes and its delivery in highly pressurized systems further contribute to the
detriment of water’s energetic quality. In addition, water handled in these conventional ways creates an environment for pathogenic
bacteria to breed, thrive and is also responsible for the phenomena of mineral deposits in pipes, appliances and water equipment.
In contrast to established science, a new natural science is emerging in alignment with ancient spirituality which relates to water as
a “living substance”. From this naturalist perspective, water is considered a “living substance” when it is in its most pristine state.
In this living vibrant state, water conducts vital life force energies, facilitating an inherent unfolding and perpetuation of energetic life
potential to all life it comes into contact with. Living water possesses bio-electric and bio-magnetic properties that nourish other living
organisms on a subtle energetic level. Water that flows from a “true spring” possesses the highest energetic quality and physical
quality (it’s mature) and facilitates the function as an energetic conduit for the environment and all living organisms.

Below are four methods of photography which make water’s energetic quality visible
and shows how water can be transformed into possessing vibrant energy.

Schwenk Water Droplet Photography

Water from mountain brook in the Black
Forest downstream after the entrance of
domestic sewage and industrial effluents.

Same water from Black
Forest mountain brook prior to
polutants entering the water.

Emoto Water Crystal Photography

City Water

Schulz Water Crystal Photography

Tap Water

Spring Water

Schon Light Oscillation Photography

Energized City Water

City Water

Energized City Water

